
Focal points are the inner corners of the 
eyes. The stick on jewels point to the 
other focal point- the nose. 

What you do on one side - repeat 
on the other. Don’t try and do the 
whole of one side first. Do each 
element or group of elements on 
one side then switch to the other 
side before going on to the next 
stage. This will help with 
symmetry and your muscle 
memory can repeat one action on 
the opposite side much easier if it 
is broken down into steps. 

Brushes used: 
Loew Cornell No2 Flora round for linework  
Rarely available any more, equivalent is the no.2 pointed 
round from The Face Painting Shop 
No. 4 round Generic Artist brush 
FPS small filbert for lips 

Main part of 
design stops at 
cheekbones 
just above the 
nose. 

a Curved sponge 
loaded with a 
rainbow cake gives 
you more control 
over where you lay 
the colours down 
than using a flat 
edge sponge. You 
can very quickly 
lay down a 
blended 
“eyeshadow’ effect 
with this method.

Karen Huwen Class 
Red Glamour-ween Design 
Materials used - Silly Farm “Fuzzies” Rainbow Cake, 
Elissa Griffith pressed powders in red and metallic gold. 
DFX black and White. Kryolan Metallic Micro Flakes Gold 
plus Kryolan mixing solution. Gems, eyeliner, lashes and 

@wowfactorfaces 
@grownupglitz

The animal print 
markings over the brow 
bones decrease in size 
as the get to the inner 
corner of the eye. 

Repeated elements 
such as the gems both 
above and beneath the 
eyes give continuity to 
the design and allow 
your eyes to flow 
around the face. 



Everything points to the focal point in the 
centre between the eyes. Other focal 
point - the centre of the forehead. 

What you do on one side - repeat on 
the other. Don’t try and do the whole of 
one side first. Do each element or 
group of elements on one side then 
switch to the other side before going on 
to the next stage. This will help with 
symmetry and your muscle memory 
can repeat one action on the opposite 
side much easier if it is broken down 
into steps. 

Brushes used: 
Loew Cornell No2 Flora round for linework  
Rarely available any more, equivalent is the no.2 
pointed round from The Face Painting Shop 
Also Face Painting Shop Liner Brush Large 

This Design 
focuses only on 
the eyes and is 
a symmetrical 
design. 

Karen Huwen Class 
Rose Halloween Design 
Materials used -Silly Farm Fuzzies Rainbow Cake, DFX black. 
Black Eyeliner, Black Elissa Griffith Powder, Dupe Gold 
Pigment Powder from the Face Painting Shop, Gold glitter 
gel from Henna by Afruza. Plus false lashes

The roses are 
curved around 
the eyes in a “C” 
Shape/ 

Roses are 
created by 
loading a finger 
dauber on a one 
stroke

The same brush 
is used for the 
entire design, a 
pointed round. 
This defines the 
roses, the tears 
and the flowing 
linework. 
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Eyelids are 
painted with a 
rainbow cake 
on a soft 
curved sponge 
to create a 
blended effect. 



Everything points to the focal 
points in the corners of the eyes

What you do on one side - repeat on 
the other. Don’t try and do the whole of 
one side first. Do each element or 
group of elements on one side then 
switch to the other side before going on 
to the next stage. This will help with 
symmetry and your muscle memory 
can repeat one action on the opposite 
side much easier if it is broken down 
into steps. 

Brushes used: 
Make up eye shadow brush 
Rake brush 
Loew Cornell no.2 flora Round  
OR The Face Painting Shop No.2 Flora Round 
Face Painting Shop Liner Brush Large 
Generic large artist filbert brush

Main part of 
design stops at 
cheekbones 
just above the 
nose. 

Karen Huwen Class 
Dark Angel  
Materials used - Elissa Griffith Powders yellow and metallic gold, for 
eyeshadow, plus a shimmer white highlighter powder by Ben Nye 
Gems, DFX black, gold leaf, false lashes, DUPE gold pigments, BAM 
Cross stencil number 3002, and Bad Ass Half Ass stencil (they come in 
sets of 11)

@wowfactorfaces 
@grownupglitz

Tip: 
Pick up gold leaf 
flakes with a 
damp cotton bud, 
this gives you 
more control to 
where you put it 
and avoids it all 
getting stuck to 
your fingers!



Everything points to the focal 
point in the centre between the 
eyebrows and corner of the eyes

What you do on one side - repeat on 
the other. Don’t try and do the whole of 
one side first. Do each element or 
group of elements on one side then 
switch to the other side before going on 
to the next stage. This will help with 
symmetry and your muscle memory 
can repeat one action on the opposite 
side much easier if it is broken down 
into steps. 

Brushes used: 
3/4 flat brush - FPS 3/4” 
Loew Cornell no.2 flora Round  
OR The Face Painting Shop No.2 Flora Round  
Face Paining Shop Liner Brush Large 
Mark Reid no. 4  for dots

Karen Huwen Class 
Dark Mermaid  
Materials used - Superstar Dream Colours Rainbow cake base, Silly Farm Blue 
Bonnet one stroke, Kryolan Body Make up Powder Pearl, Kryolan pure pigments 
metallic blue, Elissa Griffith powders in metallic blue and metallic teal and black, 
Superstar Peacock shimmer, Superstar Petrol, DFX Black. Glitter Gel in turquoise 
from Henna By Afruza, chunky glitter blue mix from the Face Painting Shop.  
Shell Stencil from Milena stencils, mermaid one I have had for ages and cannot 
remember supplier. Plus lashes, and gems and pearls. 

Using elements 
that are repeated 
around the 
design, like the 
mermaid scale 
stencil and the 
repeated shell 
stencil is pleasing 
to the eye and 
makes your eye 
flow around the 
entire piece. 

@wowfactorfaces 
@grownupglitz

Milena Shell Stencil 
over the top of a 
Mermaid Scale 
stencil using 
Superstar Dream 
Colours 
Shell Stencil is 
repeated at the 
corners of both 
eyes creating a 
multi layered effect. 



Karen Huwen Class 
Red Glamour-ween 
Design 
Materials used - Silly Farm “Fuzzies” 
Rainbow Cake, Elissa Griffith pressed 
powders in red and metallic gold. 
DFX black and White. Kryolan Metallic 
Micro Flakes Gold plus Kryolan mixing 
solution. 
Gems, eyeliner, lashes and feathers.  

Brushes used: 
Loew Cornell No2 Flora round for linework  
Rarely available any more, equivalent is the 
no.2 pointed round from The Face Painting 
Shop 
No. 4 round Generic Artist brush 
FPS small filbert for lips 

Rose Halloween Design 
Materials used -Silly Farm Fuzzies 
Rainbow Cake, DFX black. 
Black Eyeliner, Black Elissa Griffith 
Powder, Dupe Gold Pigment Powder 
from the Face Painting Shop, Gold glitter 
gel from Henna by Afruza. Plus false 
lashes 

Brushes used: 
Loew Cornell No2 Flora round for linework  
Rarely available any more, equivalent is the 
no.2 pointed round from The Face Painting 
Shop 
Also Face Painting Shop Liner Brush Large 

Dark Angel  
Materials used - Elissa Griffith 
Powders yellow and metallic gold, for 
eyeshadow, plus a shimmer white 
highlighter powder by Ben Nye 
Gems, DFX black, gold leaf, false 
lashes, DUPE gold pigments, BAM 
Cross stencil number 3002, and Bad 
Ass Half Ass stencil (they come in 
sets of 11) 

Brushes used: 
Make up eye shadow brush 
Rake brush 
Loew Cornell no.2 flora Round  
OR The Face Painting Shop No.2 Flora 
Round 
Face Painting Shop Liner Brush Large 
Generic large artist filbert brush

Dark Mermaid  
Materials used - Superstar Dream 
Colours Rainbow cake base, Silly Farm 
Blue Bonnet one stroke, Kryolan Body 
Make up Powder Pearl, Kryolan pure 
pigments metallic blue, Elissa Griffith 
powders in metallic blue and metallic 
teal and black, Superstar Peacock 
shimmer, Superstar Petrol, DFX Black. 
Glitter Gel in turquoise from Henna By 
Afruza, chunky glitter blue mix from the 
Face Painting Shop.  
Shell Stencil from Milena stencils, 
Mermaid Scales I have had for ages and 
cannot remember supplier. Plus lashes, 
and gems and pearls. 

Brushes used: 
3/4 flat brush - FPS 3/4” 
Loew Cornell no.2 flora Round  
OR The Face Painting Shop No.2 Flora Round  
Face Paining Shop Liner Brush Large 
Mark Reid no. 4  for dots


